LUXXU AND MAISON VALENTINA’S
DESIGNS PROMISE TO LIGHT UP ISALONI
FIND OUR DESIGNS AT HALL 22 M05 FROM 12TH APRIL TO THE 17TH APRIL
After Maison & Objet, in Paris, LUXXU’s team, together with our partner Maison Valentina, is arriving at Milan for another successful exhibition: the prestigious Salone internazionale del Mobile –
iSaloni. This is one of the most important design world stages and it’s a 6 day event being held
from 12th April to the 17th April 2016 at the Milan Fairground Rho in Milano, Italy.
The two brands promise to present our visitors sophisticated and luxurious ambiances. LUXXU’s
lighting pieces combine the traditional forms with a unique contemporary design and promise to
light up iSaloni!
Maison Valentina will present its first class bathroom deisgns. The brand promises to take the
visitors to a world of lavishness and luxury with golden brass and mirrored details.
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TRUMP - CHANDELIER
Trump Hotel was the inspiration of this elegant
piece, made stylishly in classic contemporary
design. The design of this sconce was sculptured by the motives of the exterior windows in
gold of this Iconic building. Trump promises to
sparkle everything! Built in brass and sublime
tears of crystal glass, is perfect for a refined
living room.
Materials: Brass & Crystal Glass
Standard Finishes: Gold plated
Weight: 100kg| 220,5lbs
Bulbs: 19x g9 Bulbs (40W max)
Voltage: 220-240V
Dimensions: H 193 cm | 75,98'' L 74 cm
|29,13'' D 74 cm | 29,13''

WATERFALL - CHANDELIER
Everything sparkles under this elegant chandelier. This master piece made with gold plated
brass combined with ribbed fine tubes of crystal glass brings a natural feeling of waterfalls to
any space. The glamorous sensation of water
in the tubes is handcraft made by glass master
craftmen.
Materials: Brass & Crystal Glass
Standard Finishes: Gold plated
Weight: 20 kg | 44,09 lbs
Bulbs: 8 x g9 LED Bulbs (40W max)
Voltage: 220-240V
Dimensions: H 60 cm | 23,62'' L 160 cm |
62,99'' D 50 cm | 19,69''

DRAYCOOT - PENDANT
Draycott Tower was the reason to create the
Draycott Pendant. Its structure has 3 tubes like
the original inspiration made in brass and crystal glass. It transmits elegance and purity to
every space. Because of its huge dimension,
the reception or lobby areas can be a perfect
space for this gorgeous masterpiece.
Materials: Brass & Crystal
Standard Finishes: Gold plated
Weight: 15kg| 33,07lbs
Bulbs: 6x g9 Bulbs (40W max)
Voltage: 220-240V
Dimensions: H 124 cm | 48,82'' L 12 cm |
4,72'' D 12 cm | 4,72''

MCQUEEN- WALL
Made of brass with gold plated and handmade
butterflies and majestic flowers ending with the
touch of beautiful Swarovski crystals. The wall
version of McQueen Chandelier, this master
piece causes a dramatic and eccentric sensation of beauty.
Materials: Hammered Brass & Swarovski
Crystals
Standard Finishes: Gold plated
Weight: 5 kg | 11,02 lbs
Bulbs: 7x g9 Bulbs (40W max)
Voltage: 220-240V
Dimensions: H 135 cm | 53,15' L 21 cm |
8,27'' D 47 cm | 18,50''

BURJ - WALL
This wall fixture fully made of gold plated brass
transmits elegance and sophistication. With
delicate handmade crystal glass tubes, this
piece brings to every space a magical sensation.
Materials: Brass & Crystal Glass
Standard Finishes: Gold plated
Weight: 4 Kg | 8,82 lbs
Bulbs: 6x g9 Bulbs (40W max)
Voltage: 220-240V
Dimensions: H 60 cm | 23,62'' L 15 cm |
5,90'' D 19 cm | 7,50''

EMPIRE - WALL
This is a natural decor piece that creates an
exclusive atmosphere and it will fit perfectly in
any space of your home. The Empire wall gets
its inspiration on Empire State Building that’s
why this creation is so powerful and capable to
transform every space in a stunning scenario.
Materials: Brass & Crystal Glass
Standard Finishes: Gold plated
Weight: 10 Kg | 22 lbs
Bulbs: 5x g9 Bulbs (40W max)
Voltage: 220-240V
Dimensions: H 80 cm | 31,5'' L 40 cm |
15,75'' D 24 cm | 9,45''

WATERFALL - WALL
This creation represents a natural sensation of
waterfalls. An elegant and modern piece made
of gold plated brass and handmade crystal
glass tubes.
Materials: Brass & Crystal Glass
Standard Finishes: Gold plated
Weight: 4 kg | 8,82 lbs
Bulbs: 6x g9 Bulbs (40W max)
Voltage: 220-240V
Dimensions: H 60 cm | 23,62'' L 20 cm |
7,87'' D 25 cm | 9,84''

SINUOUS - DRESSING TABLE
With Sinuous Dressing Table you will successfully create a luxurious environment. Sinuous
lines draw the elegant character of this piece,
and are made for those who love harmonious
lines mixed with exquisite detail. Its design is
seductive and lures you into a magical and
golden world. To achieve extravagance, the
artisans handcrafted the structure in mahogany
with a high gloss black lacquer finish and top
coated in polished brass plated. Contains three
drawers.

SYMPHONY - FREESTANDING WASHBASIN
With a vision to understand the past and interpret it through cutting-edge technology and
contemporary design, we have created this emotionally washbasin passionately inspired by
music. Handcrafted with the finest materials, this breathtaking piece is of genuine style,
ensuring mystery and elegance.

KOI - FREESTANDING WASHBASIN
KOI carp is a recurring symbol of Japanese culture,
highly appreciated by its decorative purposes, not
only in water gardens but also in Irezumi practice or,
most commonly, in tattoos. Its natural color mutations reveal their capacity to adapt, just like the KOI
freestanding washbasin. The KOI scales from the
sides of the washbasin shine and reflect – on its
brass surface – the sun caught throughout the clear
water. KOI is the Japanese word for love or affection,
making the carp also a symbol of love and friendship.

LAPIAZ - BATHTUB
Lapiaz inspired this luxury bathtub. The french word is the name given to the typical karst formations produced by surface dissolution of limestone or dolomite rocks. It can also be caused by
freezing and thawing in cold pclimates. This is how Lapiaz unique bathtub emerged.
Imagine a stone freezed and freshly cracked to show the entire world a rich, golden interior. The
polished brass details and mirrored sides attribute this luxury design artwork an artic yet comfy
and warm beauty.

LAPIAZ - BATHTUB
Lapiaz inspired this luxury bathtub. The french word
is the name given to the typical karst formations produced by surface dissolution of limestone or dolomite rocks. It can also be caused by freezing and
thawing in cold pclimates. This is how Lapiaz unique
bathtub emerged.
Imagine a stone freezed and freshly cracked to show
the entire world a rich, golden interior. The polished
brass details and mirrored sides attribute this luxury
design artwork an artic yet comfy and warm beauty.

ABOUT US
LUXXU is a new lighting experience, a brand that provides a collection capable of
making your projects come true, combined the classic forms with a modern attitude.
It’s made with the finest selection of materials as brass, glass and Swarovski crystal
combined with rare handwork techniques and contemporary design.
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